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Twenty five years ago I sat as 
a beginner in our clubroom 
and watched our guest 

speaker set up a wooden trellis-like 
frame, which he used to display 
his wonderful darkroom prints. I 
remember being quite intrigued as 
I observed the Welsh man set up 
this contraption, I thought to myself  
“this guy must certainly think a 
lot of his photographs”. I looked 
on as he carefully assembled the 
wooden structure and positioned 
it strategically to maximise the 
hotel room lighting. As our guest 
speaker displayed stunning print 
after stunning print I became 
more and more intrigued and 
even spellbound by the magic of 
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From club novice to international salon success and salon judge. Gabriel takes us on a 
journey from print to digital - and meeting the photographer that first inspired him 25 
years previously.

his photography. Some images 
displayed were deliberately taken 
in mundane weather and lighting 
conditions, but only to demonstrate 
a point. The same locations were 
then shown with dramatic lighting 
and weather conditions. The 
contrast between the two was so 
evident, even to a beginner like 
me. Each image was masterfully 
printed and paid tribute to the 
wonderful Welsh countryside with 
her mountains and valleys, her 
abandoned coalmines and sleepy 
villages. 

This was my first introduction 
to photography, I had no idea that 
photography could be so powerful. 
As I sat there I wondered how this 

guy came to be in our small club in 
Dundalk? 

I had no idea that there was 
a network of photographic clubs 
throughout Ireland, the UK 
and beyond. But as the lecture 
continued I became more and more 
curious, it was like an awakening. 
Here this man was not simply 
showing photographs, I felt he 
was also expressing something of 
himself through his photography, 
this is what truly interested me. 
I was intrigued. Right then and 
there for the first time in my life 
I knew that this was something I 
wanted for myself, a direction, a 
goal and a desire to express. Not 
having an education and leaving 
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school prematurely at the age of 
sixteen left somewhat of a void in 
me, and now I was presented with 
an opportunity to fill that void, I 
wanted to do what he was doing. 
And, so began my photographic 
journey.

In the early days it soon became 
evident that learning the technical 
aspects of the camera was the 
easy part. Understanding the 
exposure triangle, composition 
rules and depth of field etc’ could 
indeed be easily learned, with a 
bit of dedication of course. But 
much more difficult was the task 
of developing a style, unlocking 
that creative desire which was 
harnessed somewhere deep inside 
me. Roll after roll of Fuji slide film 
was exposed as I trundled my 
way to the title of Non Advanced 
Photographer of the year. Ahh, 
promotion at last!.  And so into the 
senior section I went where the 
competition was much stiffer, but 
the reward all the more gratifying 
when the competition judge would 
comment favourably on my images. 
There was no doubt I was hungry 
for success, but success itself was 
never my goal.  However I did see 
success as a conduit to one day 
reaching that goal, where I would 
be asked to speak to a camera club 
or photographic society, and who 
knows maybe even in a different 
country. I was eager to learn and 
attended every competition I 
possibly could both at club and 
national level. Also when possible I 
availed of the opportunity to attend 
lectures by Fellows of the Royal 
Photographic Society. As Chairman 
I was instrumental in setting up 
a system where we would bring 
prominent RPS members to present 
their work and judge at our end of 
year exhibition. This proved to be 
most beneficial and also a great 
source of inspiration not only to 
me but also to the our society as a 
whole.

In the year 2000 I purchased my 
first computer along with an Epson 

printer and a Nikon negative and 
slide scanner, a Nikon coolscan if I 
remember correctly. This opened up 
a whole new world to me. I was still 
shooting away on my trusty Canon 
EOS1, but now I could digitise my 
negatives which put me in control 
of my entire workflow right from 
concept to the final print. I can still 
recall the many and often heated 
debates on the topic of digital 
printing, there was a climate of 
digital versus darkroom prints in 
those days. Certainly in the early 
days the consensus was that a 
digital print would never be a match 
for a traditional darkroom print, “at 

least not in our lifetime” I recall one 
die-hard friend saying. Thankfully 
we are both still alive and digital 
prints are what they are today. For 
sure darkroom prints will always 
have their place and a unique 
quality that sets them apart. One 
thing for sure is whether darkroom 
or digital, there is no substitute for 
prints. Wasn’t it Ansel Adams that 
said “the negative is the score and 
the print the performance”?  wise 
words indeed. These days, for most 
the digital file is the score but the 
print is still the performance. I still 
feel an image is not complete until 
it is printed. For me it’s a bit like 
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baking a cake and posting a picture 
of it, but nobody ever gets to taste 
it.

International Salons were 
invaluable as a means of learning 
and also a benchmark for my work 
and progress. The thrill of sending 
off my prints and awaiting the 
results was so exciting. Then there 
was a further wait and hopefully the 
joy of seeing your image printed 
in the catalogue. In the early days 
an acceptance was the goal but 
soon awards would become the 
objective. I still enjoy the buzz of 
International salons, but it pains me 
somewhat to see so many digital 

catalogues these days.  I must 
confess to not even looking at some 
of them, at least not in any great 
detail.  For me, it’s a cup of coffee 
and a printed catalogue on my lap, 
thank you very much! 

Speaking of prints it would 
be remiss of me not to mention 
PermaJet. Today I am a member of 
Permajet’s lecturers team. However 
in the early years I found their 
expert help invaluable. I would 
recommend anyone starting out to 
attend one of their print workshops, 
you won’t look back. Printing can 
for some be a bit of a minefield, but 
with the right help and guidance 

you will quickly get to grips with it. 
Right from hardware to software, 
knowhow and consumable’s they 
are a one stop shop. Check out 
their fantastic new website for more 
info on all aspects of printing. 

And so my progression 
continued and recognition for my 
photography percolated throughout 
the camera club scene. I became an 
Associate of the RPS in 2006 and 
in 2008 I gained a Fellowship from 
the Irish Photographic Federation. 
2010 was the most exciting year 
of all, I gained a Fellowship with 
the RPS for a panel on abandoned 
Irish houses. Later that same year 
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Dundalk Photographic Society won 
the FIAP World Cup for Clubs. 
As Chairman I had the honour 
of receiving the trophy in Paris 
and was also fortunate to win a 
FIAP silver medal and have four 
images (two is the maximum from 
any one author these days) in the 
winning panel. By now I was giving 
talks to camera clubs and judging 
competitions at club and national 
level. Soon after I was invited to 
judge international salons and also 
invited to show my work to clubs 
across the UK and further afield. 

I am extremely grateful to 
photography as I have got more 
from photography than I could ever 
have expected. I have met so many 
wonderful people and made so 
many great friends with whom to 
share my passion for photography. 
I have travelled to countries which 
I would not otherwise have gone 
to. In 2017 I joined Drogheda 
Photographic Club, one of Irelands 
premier clubs.  There I have joined 

forces with old friends and also 
forged new friendships. I find there 
that the blend of competition, 
while also providing a platform and 
outlet for beginners, is just right. I 
think it is important to help others 
achieve their dreams and goals and 
help them become proficient so 
that they too can learn the art of 
expression through photography. 
On occasion over the years I have 
seen photographers totally driven 
by success and crave the adoration 
that may or may not come with that 
success, but often these people 
lose direction and fall away. We 
must shoot to satisfy ourselves first 
and foremost, the rest will look after 
itself.  If I may quote Ansel Adams 
again “A great photograph is one 
that fully expresses what one feels, 
in the deepest sense, about what is 
being photographed”. I think this is 
a sentiment that is sometimes lost 
these days in some photographic 
circles. 

In 2019 I received an email from 

that Welsh man whom I mentioned 
in my opening paragraph. The email 
was an invitation to come to Wales 
and give a print presentation to his 
Club, Blaenau CC. The gentleman 
I speak of, is of course Tom Dodd, 
needless to say I was thrilled.  After 
all these years and the many talks 
and prestigious clubs to which I 
have  presented or judged, this was 
the invitation that made me smile 
the most. I took great pleasure in 
telling him how he had influenced 
me all those years ago and how 
honoured I was to be asked to 
speak at his request. We set the 
date for March 2020 and you 
know what happened next….The 
Pandemic struck!  So for now the 
visit is on hold but I look forward to 
completing the circle and stepping 
off the ferry at Holyhead in the not 
too distant future, with a couple of 
loaded print boxes and hopefully 
I can inspire someone at Blaenau 
Camera Club, just as I was inspired 
twenty five years ago.
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